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The Art of Podcasting - Telling stories in sound
Digital Marketing for E-businesses
Cyber Crime and its Reportage
The Study of Video Games
Advertisement Psychology
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The workshop will focus on delivering an

insight into the art and craft of podcasting

while enhancing the skills necessary for

understanding the upcoming and trending

features of this medium.

The Art of
Podcasting - Telling
stories in sound

He is the host of The Filter

Koffee Podcast, a weekly show

on IVM Podcasts, and is also

the Chief Content Officer for

Wavemaker.

August 5, 2020
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Karthik Nagarajan

9:00 am - 11:00 am

Register now

https://mediameet.christuniversity.in/art-of-podcasting


Digital Marketing
for E-businesses

‘Digital Marketing for E-businesses’, will

provide a well-informed glimpse into the

world of digital marketing and how to grow

the revenue of E-businesses.

Co-founder of the marketing

agency Brandslane, Faisal Z.

Anwer, is an expert in online

marketing for E-businesses.

August 7, 2020
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Faisal Z. Anwer

9:00 am - 11:00 am

Register now

https://mediameet.christuniversity.in/digital-marketing


Cyber Crime and its
Reportage

This workshop will provide a chance to learn

from an expert and add an important skill to

your skill-set so that your reportage on cyber

crime is accurate, professional, and most

importantly- responsible.

Manasi Paresh Kumar, currently

the Engagement Editor at

Bengaluru Citizen Matters, is a

journalist with over 13 years of

experience with contribution

towards investigative stories.

August 8, 2020
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Manasi Paresh Kumar

9:00 am - 11:00 am

Register now

https://mediameet.christuniversity.in/cyber-crime-and-its-reportage


The Study of Video
Games 

Find out the real ‘origin story’ of your

favorite characters as you get an insight into

the enchanting world of video game

production and designing process.

Poornima, currently a Lead game

designer at Zynga, has been part

of the gaming industry since

2006. She has worked with some

of the largest names in the Indian

gaming industry including

Indiagames and Square Enix.

August 14, 2020
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Poornima Seetharaman

9:00 am - 11:00 am

Register now

https://mediameet.christuniversity.in/the-study-of-video-games


Advertisement
Psychology

This workshop will give a better view of

various approaches that are linked with

Advertisement Psychology with the aim to

imbibe within you the knowledge that helps

you convince people about your idea.

Mr. Raghupathi is skilled in

interlacing strategic approach

with creative thinking and has

been accredited as an

exceptional copywriter and

author.

August 15, 2020
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Prakash Raghupathi

11:00 am - 01:00 pm

Register now

https://mediameet.christuniversity.in/advertisement-psychology

